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PORMPURAAW ART & CULTURE 
 
The Aboriginal community of Pormpuraaw is on Thaayorre country, on the west coast of Cape York, close to Australia’s 
northernmost reach. One of the remotest communities in the country, it was not until the late 1930s that a mission was established 
in the community. As this catalogue reveals, the arrival of ‘outsiders’ had inevitable consequences, mirrored in many communities 
around the nation; however the cultural heritage of the people sustained them through these times of change and today continues 
to be a source of great pride for the community. 
 
Pormpuraaw means ‘entrance way’ and the local art centre offers an entree to the complex and fascinating culture of Far North 
Queensland. Established in 2005, it has quickly become home to many distinguished artists and an array of artforms. Contemporary 
paintings, intricately detailed ghost net sculptures and the majestic Kugu Law Poles are just some of the works created by the 
artists of this region.  
 
As this publication reveals, art centres play a critical role in Indigenous communities, offering the opportunity for the creative 
expression and sharing of culture between generations and the wider community. Here, stories from the ancestral past are 
interleaved with memoirs from recent times, tapping into the rich reservoir of knowledge that underpins the day-to-day life of the 
Pormpuraaw people. As Hogan Senior Short Joe reflects in these pages, ‘Now I am an Elder and live in a modern white world. I 
believe this story is true. I was there’. 
 
Hetti Perkins 
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                       Aboriginal and Torres Strait people are cautioned that this book contains images of deceased persons. 
                  This book is a unique collection of stories from Pormpuraaw culture people illustrated by Pormpuraaw artists. 
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The 
Crocodile Dream Time Story 

Told by Lindsay Conrad 

This is a story about a great journey taken by two of my ancestors from two different clan groups. One ancestor’s clan came 
from the west coastal country, making them saltwater people. He was the saltwater crocodile or “minh pinch”. He came from the 
mouth of the Mungkan River a place called “munurpa”. The second ancestor came from freshwater country the eastern top end of 
the Mungkan River. We call this place “Min-ngik”. He is the freshwater crocodile or “minh kenhe”. They were cousins. The saltwater 
ancestor was building a fish trap standing knee deep in water. His freshwater cousin came to visit him. He invited him to come 
inland into his freshwater country and look for sugar bag. They headed inland and were followed by one bronze wing pigeon. The 
pigeon flew on ahead of the travellers telling all the animals that these two cousins were travelling inland through freshwater 
country.                                                                                            
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!
This photograph was taken early 1970’s by father Martin Brown. Warriors are dancing the freshwater and 
saltwater crocodile dance. This dance defines clan territories. It is still danced today. 



My ancestors held ceremony and communicated with the crocodile cousins. Their spirits gave the cousins travelling song 
lines. Once they learned the song lines they were able to travel through this new land and not get lost. Song lines tell the totems 
that belong to the country and work like a map to help the travellers navigate. When travelling the cousins would stop singing hold 
ceremony and create new song lines. The song line gave them strength and courage to continue their journey. The journey was 
physically challenging and caused them to become angry and stressed. Singing their song lines gave them strength to face their 
challenges. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

They followed their guide the bronze wing pigeon. When we hear the pigeon’s call from the mangroves they are warning us a 
crocodile is nearby. We need to be careful and keep watch. The two cousins travelled across vast open land and each time they 
discovered new land they left behind large cracks that formed wetlands in the earth. The wetlands and cracks joined together to 
become river systems and large lakes. They came upon land that looked like it was burnt black. The land looked black because it 
was filled with countless red tail cockatoos. This land became sacred. We call this place “muk-apal”. 

 They continued their journey to the end of the freshwater country around “Strath Gordon” or “min-ngik”. The saltwater cousin 
liked this land because there was good hunting and fishing. He wanted to steal the land for his own people. The saltwater cousin 
started to fight his fresh water cousin. He burned his nose using a fire stick making it shrink. That is why the nose of the freshwater                    
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!
“Song Line” Acrylic painting, by Lindsay Conrad, 56 by 192cm, 2011 



crocodile is thinner compared to his saltwater cousin. Freshwater crocodile fought back and speared his saltwater cousin in the 
chest with his kangaroo spear killing him. Freshwater crocodile carried his cousin’s body all the way back to “woochangk”. He 
buried his cousin here and years later when he died people buried him along side of him. 

 This story teaches us to respect each other’s land and not try to steal it. It tells us which clans are freshwater people and 
which are saltwater. When Pormpuraaw people die we give them a ceremonial dance to awaken the spirits and help them find their 
way to their traditional homelands. This dance tells the story of the two cousins and their journey. We sing the song lines to help the 
spirits on their journey. 

      Lindsay Conrad 

  

 !!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Lindsay Conrad, “The Crocodile Dream Time Story” Acrylic painting on stretched canvas, 61 by 121cm, 
2014. 
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Hunting Story 
Told by John Coleman  
 

We cut bamboo when we need it. We make a bundle and hang them up and 
let them dry. We split the ends and use them for making fishing spears. “Later” the 
white man came and we used metal for our spears. 

In the wet season everything would be underwater except for ridges or hills. 
Pormpuraaw is like that. These places are like islands. They are a safe and dry 
place to live. In the wet season families would travel to their dry camps. The wet is 
the time we fish for long necked turtle in the swamps. We use a hand line or net in 
the rivers. The barramundi and salmon come up river. 

The country is more open during the dry. That’s the time of year for us to 
burn the country and hunt wallaby. The women would burn the grass. All the family 
would work together chasing the wallabies towards the men. The men would make 
a windbreak and wait and hide behind it. When the wallabies come running from the 
flames they would stop and look back at the fire even lie down and rest. That is 
when the men come out from hiding and throw their spears and kill them. They 
would leave the dead animal to one side and keep ready for more wallaby escaping 
the fire. In the dry time we used to go inland catching fish from the rivers gathering 
sugar bag and bush food. 

The women have a separate hunting story. After we burn all the grass the 
country is clear and the women start hunting for goanna. The fire makes it easier to 
find their holes. When I was small I used to watch my mother digging down their 
holes looking for them. She would take it out kill it with a club put it in the dilly bag 
and keep on looking around for more. She might find some bandicoot and blue 
tongue lizard. The women would take the meat and make a “kupmarri”. It is a 
special dish made with a fire oven in the ground. The oven is very hot leaves go in 
first then the meat covered with bark coals and ashes. Sand goes on top to cook 
the meat slowly. 
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Boomerang Dance  
Told by John Coleman  

 
The first old photograph taken by Father Martin shows my family dancing the “Boomerang Story”. The Boomerang is my 

family totem. It is a public dance everyone can watch or take part in. The dance celebrates our totem and country.  We use it for 
house openings and tomb stone openings. 

 
This second picture of men in a tree is a dance called “Wichinum” in Kugu or “Withurnum” in Thaayorre languages. It is 

the “Possum Dance” or “Borra Dance”.  “Borra” means sacred ground. It belongs to all the clans. It is a sacred dance not open 
to everyone only initiated men and elders. Sometimes boys were allowed to watch and learn. When the elders were done 
dancing they would bless the boys with underarm smell.  Next time the boys will be allowed to join. They dance all night like a 
possum moving around at night.  They stop dancing at dawn and move to the sacred or “Borra” ground and dance a different 
dance. This new dance celebrates the rainbow serpent. This is a very sacred dance and we cannot say much more about it.  

!!!!!!!!
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Crocodile Sorcerer     Told by Elliot Koonutta and Sid Bruce Short Joe  
             In the olden days many of our warriors from all our clans were either good or bad sorcerers. They had their own crocodiles 
like a pet dog. The croc was made from the bark of one of our local trees we call “yukancha”. It has a beautiful golden bark and 
there is one of them in the middle of our community next to our Art Centre. A crocodile sorcerer holds ceremony by himself in a 
secret location that no one else can find. It is usually along a creek or river. Here he makes a small crocodile made from the bark. 
He shapes the crocodile and sings special songs praising him as his own son. When his croc is ready he pushes it into water. He 
leaves without turning around. Then 4 to 7 years later he comes back to the same place and looks for a small young croc the color 
of the bark. The crocodile is afraid of him. He puts his under arm smell on his spears and woomera. He puts them under the water 
and lets the scent soak in. The croc smells it and swims to him. This is the beginning of a long relationship with his croc. He will go 
to his secret place at certain times and communicate with the young croc in his special sorcerer way. He can use his croc to kill 
someone. A bad sorcerer uses his croc for bad reasons. A good sorcerer uses his croc to kill a bad person.  Sorcerers could be bad 
or good at different times. They had their own reasons. I believe they could control the weather and tides. Sometimes he rubs a 
stick under his armpits to get the smell on it. He will throw it into the water to bring the croc in and ride it across a river. The croc 
knows his owner is the boss. When I was 9 or 10 years old I saw 3 crocodiles owned by my grandfather. They were all big ones 4 
meters or longer. In the sun they looked golden yellow like yukancha tree bark. This is why I painted my ghost net crocodile that 
color. These crocodiles are half human. They have a mind and senses like a person. These crocodiles hunt fish, turtle, dugong and 
take it back to their owners. They bring it to their secret spot or the owner’s camp. The croc will protect it from crows and other 
animals until the owner arrives. The owner will never look the crocodile in the eyes. The crocodile is afraid of his owner and is 
aware that the man might kill him. The crocodile will lie on the bank with his mouth open and let the owner clean his teeth with a 
stick. After the cleaning the croc will swim away with a full belly. The owner will cook up his share left him by his croc.  I do not know 
that any such sorcerers are left. The missionary days changed us forever.   
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The saltwater crocodile and barramundi are totems for 

Pormpuraaw. This means all this country belongs to them. 
Crocodiles are much feared and revered. Elliot Koonutta is a 
talented and respected Pormpuraaw artist. He was born in Aurukun 
and grew up in a remote bush camp with his family along the 
Kendall River. Back then many warriors were crocodile sorcerers. 
Elliot uses his ghost net sculpture to tell this story.  

!
Elliot Koonutta, “Crocodile Sorcerer” Ghost Net Sculpture,  
180cm by 32cm by 20cm, 2014.  
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Elliot Koonutta, “Crocodile Sorcery”, 4 meters 
long, made from welded recycled metal, 
ghost net and a crocodile skull found in a 
nearby swamp, 2014.!

!

!
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My dad told me all his stories about our people. He would travel with his clan from here to other places to get rations. They 
would have to swim across rivers where crocodiles lived and sometimes people would get bitten or taken. The crocs would take 
them drag them under like a submarine and drown them. Other people would see it and go back and tell family. The ghost or spirit 
of the man would come back and haunt the village. He would be very scary and frighten everyone. People would hide in their 
humpies and the spirit would make noise and damage the humpies. The spirit could stay for months. Sometime whole communities 
would give up and move to a different camp far away. I have never seen a spirit man but my father told me about his experiences. 
He wanted me to learn so I would be careful. I made my ghost net artwork to teach my grandchildren about the crocodile spirit man. 
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Simon Norman, “Crocodile Spirit 
Man #2”, 2014, made from ghost 
net, sea fans, crocodile and 
dugong bones, 260 by 110cm. 

Crocodile Spirit Man 

Told by Simon Norman 

! !
Simon Norman, “Crocodile Spirit Man 
#1”, 2013, made from ghost net, sea 
fans, shells, feathers, crocodile and fish 
bones, 275 by 145cm 



Rainbow Serpent Sorcery 
Story told By Sid Bruce Short Joe 
 
          “Rainbow serpents” are the creators of all living things including birds, mammals, fish and reptiles. Animals are our totems 
and originally looked like humans and communicated like us before being turned into animals. Rainbow serpents are the oldest 
living things in the world. Some are bad others are good. They are like God to us. They travel everywhere and where ever they go 
they stay there for all time. They live in fresh water including well water, rivers and lagoons. When my people see a rainbow in the 
sky we look at it but do not point our finger at it. Some believe you will get crooked fingers or arthritis. When we see a double 
rainbow we believe the brighter one is the good one and the less bright one is the bad one.  We do not let pregnant women fetch 
water because the serpent is in that water and may cause early birth or pain. If we have young children or toddlers in camp we 
have to be careful. We have to warm everyone with a special fire made with ironwood and leaf. This protects us from dangerous 
rainbow serpents or other bad spirits. They can cause earache and belly ache. 

 
When a warrior is out fishing or hunting by himself he can be swallowed by the rainbow serpent.  Women are not taken only 

men. The serpent bursts out of the water like a crocodile and swallows him whole. If he is swallowed in the morning he will be spat 
out later that afternoon. While in the stomach he will be magically transformed into a white spirit.  His insides have been cleaned 
out and reborn again.  In my language I call him “noyan” or in English sorcerer.  Once spat out he is a different person with a 
different personality and magical powers. He can heal people and communicate with spirit beings. Mostly he protects his people 
from bad sorcerers who want to hurt others. He stays with his family but would rather spend time alone in the bush. He knows he is 
a sorcerer and is respected.  He can heal sick people that have been attacked by bad sorcery. His magical powers can be passed 
down through following generations. The serpent knows this. Other clans will seek him out and invite him to their camp to heal their 
people. If he cannot heal the person he can comfort the family and tell them how long they have to live.    
 

When I was a child and into my to teenage years I knew many sorcerers that were transformed in this way. Their actions 
could be good or bad depending on the situation. I do not know of any sorcerers left with these magical powers. There are still men 
who practice bad magic or sorcery but they are not “noyan”. They get their powers in a different way. I am not allowed to say how 
they get their powers. It came from the north before the great floods that separated us from Papua New Guinea. That is all I can 
say about that. 
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                  The Rainbow Serpent is an important subject for Pormpuraaw artists. The serpent is the creator of all life.  !

!!
Sid Bruce Short Joe sits with his ghost net sculpture “Noyan” made 
in 2013. It tells the story of a rainbow transforming a man into a 
sorcerer.   

Marlene Holroyd use painted canvas to share her rainbow serpent story.
“Rainbow Serpent” acrylic paint on stretched canvas, 200 by 160cm 
painted 2012. 
 !!

!!!!"#!



Wellop 
Story told by Cecilia Peter             
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is an old picture taken by Father Martin in the early 1970s. I am in front. We used to chase the spirits of deceased 

people away. This was a big day that would end months of mourning. The oldest relative would ask two women singers to lead a 
party of women in this ceremony called “Wellop”. The women would not eat wallaby meat or fish at this time. The two women would 
be given tobacco, sugar, flour, money, tea, anything; whatever the ladies demanded. These women wore a special headband made 
from palm tree or cotton hanky. If a big warrior dies then some men would go with them. If it was a big family all the family would 
come along and find that spirit for everyone to see. Seeing the spirit would satisfy them. They would say goodbye and the spirit 
would go back to their homeland. In this picture we are using boomerang and woomera owned by the deceased. We used to paint 
our bodies in a special way. The paint was made from ochre gathered in the bush. The family or oldest male relative or oldest 
female would shower us with water to make the paint wash away. We sang special songs when we found the spirit.  Spirits look like 
bright light or a glare. We would look for it all over the community. We might look for months but this special day would end it all. If 
we do not find the spirit it stays longer and won’t leave. The last time we did this ceremony was 1997. People can still do it but don’t 
seem interested any more. We have no more singers. Us old people know the songs. The young ones need to learn them. We 
would like to see this ceremony again but it is up to the family to ask us. If they ask us we cannot refuse. We still see spirits. We 
believe in them. They can look like a figure of a person made of bright light or glare.                                                                       
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Body Paint 
Told by Jeanie Holroyd 

 
“Painting Up” is a very important part of dancing. Red ochre is 

gathered from the salt plains along seasonal creeks. The red color 
stands out from the mud. People stand in the mud and dig it out with 
their hands. It is made into round balls and air dried overnight. The 
next day the oldest male relative from the family has to bake it in 
coals for a day. Good wood that produces hot coals must be used. 
Then the ochre is ground up with heavy wooden mallet and sifted 
through a woven mesh made from cabbage palm. The mesh catches 
all the big chunks and rocks. White paint is easier to find in a different 
place. It is dug up with a shovel and requires no preparation. When it 
is time to dance the paint is mixed with water. The red paint is painted 
on first and then the white. These colors are described in dreamtime 
stories. These colors connect us to our ancestors. White is the color 
of grieving. Red is the color of blood and the earth. Every clan has 
their own design. Now we make our skirts from raffia but in the old 
days we used cabbage palm. The orange color is unique to our clan. 
It is like red ochre the color of blood. It comes from a special type of 
tree found inland from the coast. We dig down to the roots and chop 
out sections with an axe. We scrape the bark from the root with a 
bailer shell and let it dry for a day or so. Then we boil the bark and 
soak our raffia or cabbage palm and then let it dry. We weave it onto 
a cord that goes around our waist. We wear armbands made from 
paper bark and necklaces made with seashells. We wear feathers in 
our headbands. 

In the old days we wore no clothing only possum skins over 
our groin areas. People would paint their bodies everyday. We could 
tell what clan they belong to. Now we wear clothing and only “paint 
up” for dancing.                                                                                 
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Elders teach children their song lines and traditional dances. 
Learning the little ones is important for passing on culture.  !
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Pam 
Thaayorre Moon Creation Story  
Told By Gilbert Jack 
 

My mother taught me this dreamtime story. It is a 
Thaayorre story all of us know it. There were many young 
people throwing boomerangs into the night sky. They kept 
throwing them but none could get their boomerangs to stick in 
the sky. An old crippled man lived in the community. People 
thought he would be unable to throw as well as them. He came 
along as they were throwing. The young people asked him to 
try. He threw his boomerang and it came back and he caught it. 
He threw it a second and it came back and he caught it again. 
The third time he threw it and it got stuck in the sky and turned 
into the moon. The moon brightens the night and makes the 
tides. When we see the moon we think about that old man and 
thank him.  Crippled people are capable of many things and 
make valuable contributions to their communities. 
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Jellyfish Totem                       
Told by Jeanie Holroyd.  
She is mother of two important Pormpuraaw artists Marlene and Christine Holroyd.  
 

This story is about all the jellyfish that we see in our waters and wash up on our beaches. This story comes from my 
mother’s country the mouth of the Holroyd River. We are not allowed to take tea tree bark from any of the trees except one big, old 
tree. We are also not allowed to cut wood for spears. If my father caught someone doing this they would be in big trouble and 
possibly get speared or beaten. We rip the bark off the tea trees and use it for many purposes such as making bowls, sleeping 
mats, plates and starting fires. When we take bark from our “big old tree” we give the tree a cooked fish on a plate on the ground. 
This is our way of saying thank you.  I remember seeing this tree when I was young and had my first child Christine. If someone 
takes bark from any other tree our waters will fill with jellyfish making it bad for fishing and people get stung. Only someone who 
does not know this story usually an outsider would do this. If we do not thank the big tree for its bark with a cooked fish the same 
thing will happen.  Everything can be made right if someone who belongs to our country takes the bark that was improperly taken 
and ties it back onto the tree.  Then the jellyfish go away. If this is not done the jellyfish will stay and our people will have to move 
our camp up river. We will stay in the new camp for a couple of weeks and then return and the jellyfish will be gone. 
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Christine Holroyd celebrates her mother’s story with her 
acrylic painting titled “Jellyfish Totem” 65 by 101cm, 2014 
Christine Holroyd celebrates her mother’s story with her

!
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!
Marlene Holroyd celebrates her mother’s story with her sculpture made from ghost net, 
2014.!



Tall Man Story  
Told By: Christine Holroyd  

 
The “Tall Man” has a similar story of the little “Red legged 

Man”. They both live in Thaayorre country not far from the centre of 
town. The Tall man lives in the bush along fish creek.  He is white as 
a sheet but we chose to make our Ghost Net sculpture of him with 
many colors. You only see him when you are alone in the bush in 
the late afternoon. Sometimes he sings out to let you know he is 
there. When you pass his camp it is important to be quiet so we do 
not disturp his sleep. When we see him we pretend he is not there. 
You walk away from him. When we go fishing in his country we call 
out. We let him know when we arrive and when we are leaving. 
Sometimes when people die he will help take care of their spirit. He 
talks to them learns their totem and helps them remember their clan 
song. Singing the song allows the dead person’s spirit to return to 
their country. If you see him do not tell anyone. He wants to be left 
alone. In language we call him “wang minth kartchar” which means 
tall man. A street in Pormpuraaw is named after him. 

 
Sid Bruce Short Joe, Christine Holroyd, Marlene Holroyd, Rhianon Edward 

and Simon Norman collaborated on this ghost net sculpture of the “Tall Man”. He 
stands 3 meters tall and was first displayed at the Cairns Indigenous Art Fair 2012. 
During the festival Sid spent time teaching this story to visiting school children. 
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Munhpow 
Story told by Eddie Keppel and Sid Bruce Short Joe  

 
When we go fishing and camping in my country we 

have to rub our underarm smell on every stranger that comes 
along with us. If strangers hunt animals, catch fish, long 
necked turtles or dig yam from the ground they will be 
protected. If not my totem the “Orchid Man” will spear them. 
He is a taller then most men and lives in the swamp and has 
white lilies under his armbands and headband. Orchid man is 
my totem because I belong to his country. All the bush tucker 
and country belong to him. If a landowner sees him they will 
get sick. If that person is not healthy they can die from the 
experience. This happens because we believe in him. If a 
white person sees him nothing will happen to them. He will 
even talk to them because he has the same complexion as a 
white person and white people do not believe in him. When he 
travels through his country he takes the form of a “whirly wind” 
or as a big wind. We will not see him only the wind and then 
we call him “Munhpow” 
               

I remember once an aboriginal man from a different 
tribe was visiting our country doing some fishing and he caught 
a large catfish. He cooked the catfish and ate it. That night the 
stranger had a bad dream. The Orchid Man came to him 
growling in a scary way frightening him. The next day he felt 
sick. The traditional owners remembered they had forgotten to 
rub under arm smell on him. Eventually he felt better after the 
owners spoke to the ancestors and put their underarm smell 
on him. This made him safe to stay in their country.  
 

 
                                                                          !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

!
Eddie kepple “Munhpow” milk woodcarving, 82 by 130cm, 2009. 
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Mundha  
Told By Sid Bruce Short Joe 
 

This story belongs to all Kugu people. “Mundha” is our 
Kugu word for the shovelnose ray. This is a special fish that 
can grow very large and lives in our coastal waters. A widow, 
widower, grieving aunt and uncle are allowed to eat mundha, 
saw fish, catfish, crabs, shellfish and other small fish. The 
sawfish was plentiful when I was young but now we do not 
see it anymore. It seems to have vanished probably from 
over fishing. Grieving people are not allowed to eat bull 
shark, stingray, big barramundi, flying birds, kangaroos, 
goanna, eggs of any kind and turtles. Emu is a flightless bird 
and is also forbidden to eat. We grieve until all laws and 
traditions have been completed accordingly. This can take 
years especially for parents. Men folk do not shave for a year 
or two. They shave their beards when the eldest son or 
daughter gives permission for everyone to stop grieving. 
When they give permission the eldest will bring some meat 
from a flying bird, kangaroo or shark made into mince. They 
usually rub the meat at the back of the neck under the head 
or around the whole neck making a ring around the head. 
When the rubbing is done the meat is chewed and spit out. 
The second bite they are allowed to eat and swallow. Some 
parents or widowers will refuse to eat these foods till the day 
they die. The deceased was loved and the griever is free to 
grieve as long as they want. Kugu and Wik people have 
ceremonies and dances for Mundha and the Sawfish. Our 
dances imitate the movements of the fish and are ancient. 
When we dance we are connected to our totem ancestors.  

 
 

!

!
!

Sid Bruce Short Joe, “Mundha” 
Limited Edition Lino Cut Print, 
72 by 35cm, 2013 

Christine Holroyd, “Saw 
Fish” Acrylic Painting on 
Canvas, 180 by 62cm, 
2013 
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 The red-legged man lives in the bush and looks like a midget. He 
always carries spears and woomera with him wherever he goes. He does 
not look like an aboriginal man. He looks like a sunburnt white man or 
Indian. He is very skilled at throwing spears starting fires and hunting food. 
There are only men no women. He knows all the traditional names or skin 
names of all the men of all the tribes. We call him the red-legged man 
because he is only seen at sunrise. He sleeps during the day in a hollow 
tree. When he sees a man he guesses their name and challenges them to a 
fight. He will challenge them to throw him to the ground. They pick him up 
and throw him but he always does a flip and lands on his feet. He is very 
strong and can throw any opponent around and wrestle them to the ground.  
Sometimes when he knocks a person unconscious he will piss on them and 
bury them under leaves and broken sticks. We only see him when we are 
alone. He will not come out near a mob of people. Outside people meaning 
non- traditional landowners sometimes invade his country to go fishing or 
hunting. They will not catch anything unless properly baptized by a 
traditional owner. When we baptize someone we call out to our ancestors to 
allow the new comer to enter our country and have good luck catch some 
fish and keep the little man away. We pour water over their head and rub 
leaves in their hair. My grandfather had a fight with one of the small man. 
He told his story to my father and then he told it to me. The little man was a 
good fighter and deadly. My grandfather could not beat him. My grandfather 
hooked him with fishing line and tied him up and speared him many times. 
My Grandfather made a fire and burned his body. The little man’s spirit 
screamed out “I am still alive”. My grandfather was very sore and tired from 
the fight and being belted up. My Grandfather was deathly ill and took 
weeks to recover but survived.                                                                    
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Red Legged Man 

Told by Christine Holroyd 

Simon Norman, “Red Legged Man”, Ghost Net 
Sculpture, 142 by 62cm 2014 

Christine Holroyd, “Red Legged Man”, Ghost Net 
Sculpture, 64 by 30cm, 2014 !



Blue Tongue Lizard and Taipan          
Told by Sid Bruce Short Joe 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The blue tongue lizard lived with his three wives. One wife was “Warka” the other “Thinthow” and the third was the “Kaje”. 
Warka was the short neck turtle and is the smelly one. She smelled bad like something dead and rotten. Thinthow was the water 
python. She is beautiful and shiny. The great crane or kaje was good at fishing. One day Taipan who was tall and handsome came 
by their camp while blue tongue was out hunting. Taipan took off with all the wives. When Blue tongue returned back to camp he 
found nobody. He saw their tracks on the ground plus one more. He recognized the fourth set of tracks belonging to Taipan. He 
tracked them everywhere. He found where they had stopped and Taipan had sex with each wife one at a time at different spots. 
Blue Tongue would lie on the ground where they had sex and role around. He would pretend having sex with one of his wives. He 
kept tracking them till finally he caught up with them. As he got closer Taipan and Blue tongue had a spear fight. Taipan had better 
spears. Every time Blue Tongue threw a spear it broke half way in the air. Taipan speared Blue Tongue in the forehead. So Blue 
Tongue asked Taipan to initiate him and in return Blue Tongue will initiate Taipan. Every time Taipan cut Blue Tongue he would 
swell up and his scales would grow larger and harder. He protected himself in this way. Blue Tongue used a sharp piece of quartz 
when it was his turn to initiate Taipan. Taipan had small scales. Blue Tongue went deeper into his chest leaving it open. Blue 
Tongue put his hand into Taipan’s chest and pulled out his liver and ate it raw. That is how he killed Taipan and took back his three 
wives. After that the ladies prepared “mayi ka’ar” or round yams. The ladies made the food to be poison by not cooking it properly. 
Which caused Blue tongue to have diarrhoea.  His excrement turned into rock formations. Mayi ka’ar used to taste like sweat 
potatoes. Blue Tongue put a curse on that food making it bitter. The country north east of Pormpuraaw is now called Southwell 
Station. I call it “waachipolpo”. This means clear water or blue water.  It is blue tongue lizard country my totem. This country belongs 
to my clan and me.                                                                                       
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Obalow 
Told by Hedley Holroyd Senior  
Painting done by his daughter Marlene Holroyd                             
 

“Obalow” is my totem and lives in my traditional country. My 
country is fresh water country: the upper Holroyd River. I call it 
“kunnganga” in Wik Mungkan Language. My grand father and father 
taught me about obalows. They are people half human and half 
fish. They wail, cry and sing. It sounds like a beautiful whale song. 
They are there you can see them. If they smell your scent they will 
go back into the water and hide. They are very shy and are both 
male and female. Males have larger scales. White people call them 
mermaids. One of the old people an ancestor speared one.  She 
was beautiful and the warrior kidnapped her and took her back to 
his camp. The other people mocked him for capturing one. Later he 
performed magic that changed her to completely human. He 
performed magic using an “ohda”. This is a shell of a seed that 
looks like a women’s vagina. He burnt it then magically threw it the 
midpoint where fish and human flesh meet. That spot magically 
turned into a vagina. After the change she urinated. This was the 
first time she ever had to so. That part of her body had always been 
fish. After the urinating she grew legs and feet and could walk. The 
warrior kept her away from rivers and wetlands. If she entered the 
water she would turn back into an Obalow. She lived with the 
humans many years and learned their language. She was accepted 
as one of them. One day she saw women from camp wading in 
water gathering lily roots. She waded into the water using her feet 
to feel around for muscles. She waded in deeper and her scent 
went into the water. Other Obalows smelled her came and took her 
away. The warrior missed her and mourned day and night till he 
died.  
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Marlene Holroyd, “Obalow” acrylic painting, 2014, 200 by 160cm 



Keer Weer 
Told by Elliot Koonutta and Sharon Ngallmatta 
 

Long time ago there was a clan of people that lived at Cape Keer 
Weer. This country is south of Aurukun.  A female ancestor that owned 
this country was the brown quail. In my language we call this bird “minh 
pochong”. She had a child quail which became very sick and sadly died. 
They held a funeral for the child. The community did not cry or mourn the 
death. This was an insult to her. The quail mother dug up the dead child 
and flew it to Coen and reburied the child on top of a mountain with white 
rocks on its summit. This mountain is called  “Wonthulp”. English 
speakers call this place Mount White. Where she dug out the grave is 
called “Kee Wee”. This place became giant sand dunes. There are no 
trees or plants living there. It is like a desert.  

 
Coen is a community located in the centre of the Cape York 

Peninsula. English speakers call wonthulp “Mount White”. It has a large 
patch of white rock on the top. Some say it is filled with seashells. People 
visit and pay respect to their quail ancestor. Today there is a fence 
around it controlled by rangers. No one is allowed to climb to the top. It is 
important to respect this place.   
 !!!

!!!!!!!!!!!

!
Elliot Koonutta, “Kee Wee”, acrylic painting on 
stretched canvas, 91 by 
61cm, 2013 
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Story of Two Boys       Told by Elliot Koonutta  
 
There were two boys one was thirteen and the other ten. They left their 

camp and went to look for black fruit. They found a tree full of the fruit. They 
picked them from the tree and started eating. They saw an old lady and she 
said the tree belonged to her and the boys should eat their full. She was a 
spirit lady.  A spirit is the ghost of a dead person. They look for young people 
to steal. This spirit captured the boys in her giant dilly bag and hung them 
high up in a tree. She left to get termite mound for a fire. She wanted to make 
a “kupmarrie” and cook the two boys for a meal. The boys watched her go off 
and search. The spirit would call out asking the boys which anthill to break 
down for fuel. The boys kept encouraging her to keep looking farther away. 
The 13- year old boy had a hidden mud shell. He used it to cut a hole in the 
dilly bag. The two boys crawled out of the hole and climbed down the tree and 
escaped. They ran in a zigzag way so the spirit could not track them. They 
got to camp and told their mother, father and grand parents what had 
happened. How they were capture and had escaped. The spirit was following 
them and was not far behind. The spirit came to their camp looking for the 
boys. She wanted to scare the boys and let them know she had found them. 
She showed herself to the boys. The boys pointed her out to their family. The 
old people hid the boys in their humpies. She walked up to them and asked 
for some water. They gave the spirit bad water that made her sick. The good 
water was hidden. The family of the boys beat her to death with sticks and 
spears. The same spirit sang out from the bush “you killed another one of my 
bodies but I am still alive in the bush”.  

  I remember my grand mother telling me this story. I was 13 or 14 
years old. We were gathering the same black fruit. When you go out 
collecting black fruit by yourself you must be careful. That spirit stays near the 
fruit and may call out to you and steal your children away. You can see this 
spirit hanging down from a fig tree. It looks like a human size bat. You can 
look into his eyeballs. They are white and look down on you. 
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Elliot Koonutta, “Story of Two Boys”, Limited Edition Lino 
Cut Print, 56 by 33.5cm, 2014 



  
Moon Man and Rainbow Women 
Told By Brenda Aidan 
 

A long time ago there was a very beautiful 
woman. She belonged to the clan of the rainbow 
tribe. She fell in love with the moon man. The elders 
did no like this match. They had a talk with the 
couple and told them they could not be together. The 
couple did not agree with the elders and would not 
obey them. The elders threw the moon up into the 
sky to separate them. You can see him lonely at 
night looking down upon her. The rainbow women 
cries wanting to be with him. She can only come out 
during rainy days. She shows all her true colors 
expressing her love and longing to be with him. My 
Grandmother taught me this story. 
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Brenda Aidan, “Moon Man and Rainbow Women” acrylic painting on stretched 
canvas, 86 by 97cm, 2013 
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Old Jack Wallbang      
Story by Hogan Short Joe Senior 
 

This is a true story about an old man who lived in Aurukun. It happened in the mid sixties. I was a young boy and going to 
school.  I would go to school then spend time with my grandparents learning from them. They taught me bush skills such as making 
spears, woomeras, boomerangs and fire sticks. Jack Wallbang was an old and man and taught me many bush skills. He spent most 
of his time in the bush and would bring back wood important for making things. One day, a nurse came to him and told him that he 
needed to go to Thursday Island for checkup. He did not want to go. He was afraid he would not come back. One afternoon, he 
went out bush and failed to return. All the families began to worry about him. The superintendent got word that he was missing and 
formed a search party to go and look for him. They searched all over but he was nowhere to be found. They found all his camping 
areas where he slept. He would camp for a night and then be gone in the morning and head off to a different spot. They found his 
final campsite. They tracked his footprints for 3 meters and the prints disappeared. Our elders knew exactly what had happened. 
Spirit people had lifted him up and taken him to a different place where he was surviving. They were helping him. The 
disappearance of tracks on the ground showed this. My people have strong culture and believe in the spirits of our relatives who 
have died centuries before. When people die their spirits are sent to our country and they stay there forever. We did not see Jack 
for again for several years. 

 
School term ended with Christmas and New Year. This is the time of year when our stockmen would go and muster cattle. 

They need to go get the cattle before the wet season. The big rains flood our rivers and cutoff our road access. We had an 
indigenous aboriginal manager running the mission cattle station. His name was Mr. Jerry Hudson. He told the men to muster the 
cattle along the coastline before going inland. They rode their horses down to the coast. They didn’t expect to see anyone camping 
because of the wet rain. They were surprised to see fire smoke and wondered who was camping. They knew about the missing old 
man who had disappeared. They got off their horses and crept up on him. They got near him and saw him cooking oysters on coals. 
He was real. They came close to him about 10 meters and made a circle surrounding him. They wanted to stop him from making a 
dash and running away. The musters some of them old men called out to him “We are your family here and want to take you back 
home”. He was confused and scared because he was lost for three and half years and had lost contact with his people. The older 
people told the younger ones to break some leaves and put them on top of his ears. This might warm his ears and he might come 
back to normal. After they warmed his ears he began to listen to them clearly and understood what they were saying. He began to 
ask them about how his family. They told him that they were all worried for him. He started to cry. They all joined in and shed tears 
together. Everything settled and the elders told the younger people to get their saddlebags and bring lunch for the old man to eat. 
Eating helped settle the old man and my brother gave him his horse to ride home and he walked along side. They took him back to  
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the station dressed him shaved his beard and cut his hair. When that was done they took him back to the mission and showed 
him to all the people and his family. He was very happy to see them all again.                                                                                     
  
 He settled back into our community and we use to visit him. He would tell us stories about some of the spirit people that 
were his friends. Jack could see them all around him all the time. They had taken him away to live with them some where in the 
sky. He told us he had married a spirit -women and had two sons. He always worried about the day he might have to go back to 
them. I think he missed them very much. 
  
 School term ended and we started two weeks holiday for Christmas. During this time parents would take their family out for 
two weeks camping in the bush. Jack had a daughter and took her out camping with him. One time they ran out of rations. His 
family decided to go to town to get more tucker and left the old feller behind. While they were gone the spirits from the past most 
of come to him and this time they took him away forever. The family came back from the town and he was nowhere to be seen. 
That night they waited until morning and there was still no sign of him. They went back to the town and told the superintendent 
that he was lost again. Everyone in town formed a search party and went and looked for him. He was nowhere to be found. 

 
I was sixteen years old when this happened. I remember Jack well. He taught me bush skills and was my friend. I was part 

of the search crew that went out looking for him. Every time I go bush I think he might show up. Some say he is still alive 
somewhere living with the spirits. Only the people from Aurukun and Pormpuraaw know this story. We tell this story to our 
grandchildren so they can learn about the spirit people. They are all around us and can take you if they want to. The old people 
told us that the spirit people are ghosts of our ancestors. They go right back to the dreamtime. Now I am an elder and live in 
modern white world. I believe this story is true. I was there. 
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Thap Yongk 
Kugu Law Poles  
Told by Joel Ngallametta 
 

My father taught me traditional dance, song and about “Thap 
yongk”. Knowing the dance of my clan is important for proving 
ownership of country. Our law poles are an upside down tree with 
roots pointing to the sky. The roots represent the “Kugu Uwanh” and 
“Kugu Muminh” tribes. We are saltwater people that share a common 
language but live in different countries.  I remember growing up in 
Aurukun and watching my father dance around a thap yongk. When 
he danced around the pole he was declaring this land to belong to 
our Kugu Tribe. His dance reminds us of Kugu Law. Kugu Law tells 
us to respect ownership of country and totems. We used to cremate 
or bury our dead around thap yongk. When an outsider came and 
saw our poles they knew that this is a very sacred place for us.  

Outsiders are welcome as long as accompanied by a 
traditional owner. White culture would call it a monument to our dead. 
Some of these sites would have been used for thousands of years. It 
is a great happening to see new law poles installed today in 
Pormpuraaw. All tribes appreciate it. 
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Joel Ngallmetta, “Thap Yongk” 
 wooden law poles, 350cm tall, 2014. 



Closing Comments  !"Pormpuraaw Art & Culture” could not have 
happened without Sid Bruce Short Joe, Pormpuraaw 
artists, elders and culture people. Pormpuraaw is a 
special aboriginal community. They have strong 
language, culture and know their history. The western 
mind may read these stories and judge them as being 
folk tales or unbelievable fantasies. To me they are no 
different then any other mythology or doctrine modern or 
ancient. When I listen to them I know I am hearing only 
the basics or a first interpretation. There are many 
facets or layers to the stories not shared content to 
sacred for the general public. I find myself hunting for 
meaningful metaphors. What is the story designed to 
teach us? What is the significance? I believe their main 
purpose is to identify land ownership through clan 
membership. This is central to cultural identity.  
           “Modern” visual art is a new language for sharing 
these ancient stories. It is a way of expressing how they 
“feel” about them. They are a personal expression. 

 “Pormpuraaw Art & Culture” was firstly written for 
the community. It is an archive for future generations. 
Secondly it is a bridge to the outside world. It gives a 
welcoming insight to their beliefs. 

We thank our sponsors The Office For The Arts, 
Indigenous Visual Art Industry Support and Arts 
Queensland. We thank collectors who invest in our art 
works. It would not have happened without all your 
support. 

 
Written By: Paul Jakubowski 

Sid Bruce Short Joe and Paul Jakubowski !
PHOTOGRAPH INDEX 
 
Paul Jakubowski  

Pages: cover, inside cover, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12 portrait shot, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, back inside cover 

Father Michael Martin   
Pages: 6, 12  
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Pages: 5,13 dancers 

Faye Atkinson  
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Marlene Holroyd 
 Pages: 30 
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Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by the Pormpuraaw Arts & Culture Centre Inc. The [Pormpuraaw Art & Culture] reflects the extensive Aboriginal laws and 
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